Let X = {X u , X n } be a set of indeterminates over R. R [X] and R [ [X] ] denote as usual the polynomial ring and the formal power series ring respectively over R in the variables X. A number of authors have studied and applied automorphisms and endomorphisms of R [ [X] ] over R\ [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and [1] . A common feature of many of the arguments seems to be the complexity resulting from the fact that JR-endomorphisms of i? [[X] ] need not be continuous in X-adic topology. In this note we show that they are essentially continuous, i.e. differ from a continuous one by an automorphism. Precisely, we make the following DEFINITION Using the "essential continuity" we establish that I C (R) is an ideal of R contained in the Jacobson radical of R and containing the nil-radical of R. (Theorem E) Once I C (R) is shown to be an ideal it is easy to show that I C (R) is nothing but the union of all ideals 31 of R such that R is complete in the Sl-adic topology. This fact is indeed the reason for the suffix "c" in I C (R). This fact also answers some questions raised by Gilmer; see remarks at the end. 
The homomorphism δ°τ°δ°τ: R[[X]]->R[[X]]
is a continuous endomorphism carrying X, to X,. It is then clear that δ °τ°δ °τ is the identity map and hence r is an automorphism. 2 .
COROLLARY B. If R is a commutative ring with 1 and X = {X/}Γ=i, Y = {Y}Jlι are indeterminates over R, then any R-homomorphism σ: R[[X]]->R[[Y]] is essentially continuous.

R-ENDOMORPHISMS OF RUX]] ARE ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS
85 Proof. Let σ(X t ) = c, + /, with c x^R and /, E YR [[ Y]]. Then by Theorem
Using the fact that X, can be expressed as σ(G t ) for some G, E R [[X]] and comparing terms of degree one, it is easy to check that if L is the matrix formed by the coefficients of /, (as the /th row) then L is invertible and hence detL is a unit in R. Then a standard argument as in Lemma 2, Corollary 2 [ZSΠ, p. 137] yields that σ is an automorphism.
Now we turn to proving the properties of I c (R). We will write I c for I C (R), whenever there is no confusion. 
THEOREM D. Let I x = {a E R I there exists an R-automorphism σ: R[[X\]]-+ R[[Xι\] with σ(X ί ) = X 1 + a} I 2 = {a E R I there exists an R-homomorphism σ: R[[X]]-> R[[Y]] where X, Y are finite sets of indeterminates over R such that σ(X t ) = a + f for some X f E X and fE(YR[[Y]])}.
